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I have a faint. enduringhope
that somedayfolks will sec
mathematics to be
as lovely
as poetry.
Weissglass. J. (1992) . Changing the system
means changing ourselves. EducatioD
~,June 10.
Like Poetry, Mathematics is Beautiful
Tunidly I ask
each one I meetif they
find mathematics beautiful
or useful, and each one dares to say,
"Useful, of course, [usc it every day."
And if [ scero to wan, a proof,
theyall go on to tell
that daily they subtract and add
to keep a checkbook; sometimesalso
they multiply to find how many squares
they need to tile the kitchen floor.
Mathematics is not only plus
and minus. not justcounting one.
two, three. There are rules to bend
defiantly, so parallels
will meet before infinity. Look
at the magic of unending terms
that converge to a finite sum:
start with one-half plus half of one-half
plus halfof the las' againand again.
Though we go on forever, we never
Pass one. Do you find me difficult? Oh, dear!
Suppose, instead, I ask
if poetry is beautiful
or useful. Will each person say,
"Useful, of course. I use it every day."
And if [ seem to want a proof,
will they go on to say that they
use rhymes to call to mind the days
of a month -like "Thirtyhath
September"- and to remember
how to spellwords with "i"and "e."
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